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How to protect your small
business from cybercrime
As a small business owner, it’s important to understand the risks you face online and how
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cybercrime has the potential to affect your day-to-day operations. Without safeguards in
place a cyber-attack could be financially and reputationally calamitous for your business.
After all, It takes years to build trust, but only a few clicks to undo all your hard work.

Fortunately, there are a number of quick and easy things you can do to protect your
money, accounts, customer data and hardware from cyber hackers and fraudsters, most
of which don’t involve breaking the bank. Sometimes, simply changing our behaviours
and adopting smarter tech solutions can make all the difference. In this blog we’ll
examine the most common threats to small businesses, how you can plug gaps in your
defences, and the fintech products Amaiz offers that watch your back.


How great is the threat of cyber
attack to a small business?
Small business insurer Hiscox estimates that nearly 70,000 cyber-attacks are
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attempted every day in the UK, with one in three small businesses suffering some
sort of breach. According to The Office of National Statistics (ONS) 4.5 million cyber
crimes were carried out in England and Wales in total in 2018. Sobering stuff - what
should you be doing to stay safe?
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Protect your gadgets and
hardware
You’re likely to have connected devices (in the office and outside) that you use for
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your job. And not just smartphones and laptops. A whole range of other equipment
from printers to CCTV cameras are now connected to the internet with the potential
to provide entry points into your business’ network, website or data.

Many devices now include fingerprint recognition to lock your device, without the
need for a password. However, these features are not always enabled 'out of the
box', so make sure they’re switched on.


Keep tablets, phones and other hardware up to date. All manufacturers (like
Windows, Google or Apple) release regular critical security updates to keep

you protected. Updating may come at awkward times, but the process is quick, easy,

and free, so make sure your devices are set to automatically update, wherever possible.

Tell staff how important these updates are, and how to implement them, if necessary. At

some point, these will no longer be available (as the device reaches the end of its

supported life), at which point you should upgrade your kit.
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Ensure all your devices have the latest software updates, and put processes in place to

keep them up to date.


Choose a paid antivirus package with a proven track record.


Make sure that all your IT equipment (tablets, smartphones, laptops and PCs), have

software and firmware that is kept up to date with the latest versions from their relevant

software developers, hardware suppliers and vendors. Applying these updates

(a process known as patching) is one of the most important things you can do to

improve security - it’s the IT version of healthy eating. Operating systems, programmes,

phones and apps should all be set to 'automatically update' wherever this is an option.

Don’t use USB drives or memory cards to transfer files! This is an easy way to
invite viruses, bugs and Trojan horse malware into your systems.

Block access to physical ports for users where you can.

Make sure you have a firewall. Firewalls create a 'buffer zone' between your own
network and external networks (such as the Internet). Most popular operating
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systems now include a firewall, so it may simply be a case of switching this on.
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Transfer files by email or a cloud system rather than via USB.
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Deploy app tools to track
devices
Statistically, you’re more likely to lose your phone or have your laptop stolen when
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you’re away from the office. But did you know the majority of devices include free
web-based tools that can help you keep tabs on your tech? Use them to:
Track the location of a device.

Remotely lock access to the device (to prevent anyone else using it).

Remotely erase the data stored on the device.

Retrieve a backup of data stored on the device.
Setting these tools up on every one of your organisation's devices may seem
daunting, but mobile device management software allows you to set up your
devices to a standard configuration with a single click.
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Back up your data
Always identify your essential data - the information your business couldn't function
without. Normally this will comprise of documents, photos, emails, contacts, and
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calendars, most of which are kept in just a few common folders on your computer,
phone, tablet or network. How much do you rely on your business-critical data, such
as customer details, quotes, orders, and payment details? Could you afford to lose
these to a hacker, or ransomware attack?

All businesses, regardless of size, should take regular backups of their important
data, and make sure that these are recent and can be restored. By doing this, you're
ensuring your business can still function following the impact of flood, fire, physical
damage or theft. If you have data backups that can be quickly recovered, you will
limit your exposure to blackmail by ransomware criminals.

Whether it's on a USB stick or on a separate drive or computer, access to data

backups should be restricted so that they are:

Not accessible by staff.


Not permanently connected (either physically or over a local network) to
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the device holding the original copy.

Be aware that malware (like ransom attack software) can automatically port

through a storage system, meaning any such backup could also be infected, leaving

you with no backup to recover from. You should consider storing your backups in a

different location, so fire or theft won't result in you losing both copies. Cloud storage

solutions are a cost-effective and efficient way of achieving this.
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Cloud cover
You probably already use cloud storage during your everyday work and
personal life - unless you're running your own email server. All web-based
emails like Gmail are already stored 'in the cloud'. Cloud storage for your wider
data (where a service provider stores your data on their infrastructure) is a
good way of spreading risk, as your data sits separately to your physical
location. You'll also benefit from a high level of availability. Most providers offer
a limited amount of storage space for free, and larger storage capacity for
minimal costs to small businesses. The majority of network or cloud storage
solutions now allow you to make backups automatically. Many off-the-shelf
backup solutions are easy to set up and affordable, considering the
business-critical protection they offer. When choosing a solution, you'll also
have to consider how much data you need to back up, and how quickly you’ll
need to access the data following a breach.

Create an inventory of approved USB drives and their issued owners, and
regularly review whether the ownership is necessary.

Switch on your Firewall.

Install and turn on antivirus software.
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Block access to physical ports for staff who do not need them.
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Consider making a password manager available to your staff to secure
their passwords.

Ensure data is being backed up to a backup platform e.g. portable hard
drive and/or the cloud.

Set automated back-up periods relevant to the needs of the business.

Switch on password protection for all available devices. Change default
passwords on all internet- enabled devices as per password policy.

Install and turn on tracking applications for all available devices e.g. Find
my iPhone.

Enable two-factor authentication for all important accounts (eg email).
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Apply restrictions to prevent users downloading 3rd party apps.

Install the latest software updates on all devices and switch on automatic
updates with periodic checks.

Set up encryption on all office equipment. Use products such as Bitlocker
for Windows using a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) with a PIN, or FileVault
(on Mac OS).
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Malware
Malicious software ('malware') is software or web content that can infect your
network and harm your organisation. Use an antivirus software - often included
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for free with popular operating systems - on all computers and laptops. Staff
accounts should only have enough access required to perform their role, with
extra permissions (i.e. for administrators) given to those who need it. When
administrative accounts are created, they should only be used for that specific
task, with standard user accounts used for general work.

When you use public Wi-Fi hotspots (for example in hotels or cafes), there is no
way to know who controls the hotspot or if it belongs to a reputable source. If
you connect to these hotspots, in theory anyone could access what you're
working on, your private login details, bank details or any other information on
apps you open.

The simplest precaution is not to connect to the Internet using unknown
hotspots or instead use your mobile 4G or 5G network, which will have built-in
security. This means you can also use 'tethering' (where your other devices such
as laptops share your 3G/4G connection), or a wireless 'dongle' provided by your
mobile network. You can also use Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), a technique
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that encrypts your data before it is sent across the Internet.
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Passwords
Set a screen lock password, PIN, or other authentication method (such as
fingerprint or face unlock). If you’re mostly using fingerprint or face unlock,
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you’ll be entering a password less often, so choose a long password that’s
difficult to guess.
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If you’re given the option to use two-factor authentication (also known as 2FA)
for any of your accounts, take it. This significantly beefs up your security for
a fraction of the effort. 2FA requires two different methods to 'prove' your
identity before you can use a service, generally a password plus one other
method. This might be a code that's sent to your smartphone (or a code that's
generated from a bank's card reader) that you enter in addition to your
password.
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If you're in charge of how passwords are used in your organisation, there's a
number of things you can do to improve security. Most importantly, your staff will
have dozens of non-work related passwords to remember as well, so only enforce
password access to a service if you really need to. Where you do use passwords
to access a service, do not enforce regular password changes. Passwords really
only need to be changed when you suspect a compromise of the login
credentials.

You should also provide secure storage so staff can write down passwords for
important accounts (such as email and banking), and keep them safe (though
not on the device itself). Staff will forget passwords, so make sure they can reset
them easily.

A common mistake is not changing default passwords that smartphones,
laptops, and other types of equipment are issued with. Change all default
passwords before devices are distributed to staff. You should also regularly check
devices (and software) specifically to detect unchanged default passwords.
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Phishing attacks
In a typical phishing attack, scammers send fake emails to thousands of people, asking
for sensitive information (such as bank details), or dodgy links to fake websites.
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Whatever your business, however big or small, you will almost certainly receive phishing
attacks at some point. You should configure your staff accounts in advance using the
principle of 'least privilege'. This means giving staff the lowest level of user rights
required to perform their jobs, so if they are the victim of a phishing attack, the potential
damage is reduced. To further reduce the damage that can be done by malware or
loss of login details, make sure your staff don’t browse the web or check emails from an
account with Administrator privileges. An Administrator account is a user account that
allows you to make changes that will affect other users. Administrators can change the
security settings, install software and hardware, and access all files on the computer. So
an attacker having unauthorised access to an Administrator account can be far more
damaging than accessing a standard user account.

Consider ways that someone might target your organisation, and make sure your

staff all understand normal ways of working (especially regarding interaction with

other organisations), so that they're better equipped to spot requests that are out

of the ordinary.


Common tricks include sending an invoice for a service that you haven't used.
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When the attachment is opened, malware is automatically installed to your

computer without your knowledge. Another trick prompts staff to transfer money or
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information


in response to emails that look authentic. Think about your usual working practices

and how you can help make these tricks less likely to succeed. For example:

Do you understand your regular business relationships? Scammers will often send

phishing emails from large organisations (such as banks) in the hope that some

of the email recipients will have a connection to that company. If you receive an

email from an organisation you don't do business with, treat it with suspicion.

Think about how you can encourage and support your staff to question
suspicious or unusual requests – even if they appear to be from important
individuals. Having the confidence to ask ‘is this genuine?’ can be the difference
between staying safe and a costly mishap.
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You might also consider looking at how your outgoing communications appear to
suppliers and customers. For example, do you send unsolicited emails asking for
money or passwords? Will your emails get mistaken for phishing emails, or leave
people vulnerable to an attack that's been designed to look like an email from you?
Consider telling your suppliers or customers of what they should look out for (such
as 'we will never ask for your password', or 'our bank details will not change at any
point').

Look for the following warning signs:
Many phishing scams create official-looking emails by including logos and
graphics. Is the design (and quality) what you'd expect from a large organisation?

One popular phishing method involves making an email look like it contains an

invoice, either into or out of your account. But the attachment may be a virus.

Check the details of the sender’s email to find the root address, and don’t open

unless it’s clearly from one of your clients.


Does the email ask you to act urgently? Be suspicious of words like 'send within
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24 hours' or 'you have been a victim of crime, click here immediately'.
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Look out for emails that appear to come from a high-ranking person within your

organisation, requesting a payment is made to a particular bank account. Look

at the sender's name. Does it sound legitimate, or is it trying to mimic someone

you know?

Email filtering services attempt to send phishing emails to spam/junk folders.

However, the rules determining this filtering need to be fine-tuned for your

organisation's needs. If these rules are too open and suspicious emails are not

directed to spam/junk folders, then users will have to manage a large number of

emails, adding to their workload and leaving them exposed to accidental clicks.
However, if your rules are too strict, some legitimate emails could get lost. You
may have to change the rules over time to ensure the best compromise.


If you believe that your business has been the victim of online fraud, scams or
extortion, you should report this through the Action

Fraud website. Action Fraud is

contact Police Scotland on 101.
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the UK’s national fraud and cyber crime reporting centre. If you are in Scotland

Understand the impact of information shared on your organisation's website
and social media pages. What do visitors to your website need to know, and
what detail is unnecessary (but could be useful for attackers)?


Be aware of what your partners, contractors and suppliers give away about
your organisation online.

Quick and easy

business banking

Business support from your phone
A prepaid Mastercard® in your hand
Hassle-free account setup
Automate your admin
Take control of your payments

Open account

